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Abstract
Optical feedback is an efficient way to narrow and stabilise semi-conductor lasers. As a step forward for ultra-stable, yet highly
tunable sources, we developed a new prototype of a three-mirror V-shaped optical cavity (VCOF). It is made of a precisely
machined Zerodur spacer, that holds 3 optical contacted mirrors forming a high finesse V-shaped cavity. This arrangement
allows the resonant light to be sent back to the seeding laser, triggering a drastic narrowing of the emission linewidth well
below the cavity mode width without the need for high-bandwidth active electronic lock of the laser on the cavity. Low
expansion material and precise temperature control of the reference cavity leads to a source with Hz level frequency drift
and 70 Hz-level emission linewidth at 215 THz. We discuss the benefits of this new prototype compared to its predecessor
for high-sensitivity cavity ring down spectroscopy (CRDS). To serve this purpose, the frequency stabilised laser was characterised on short, mid and long time scales, using a high finesse etalon, a self referenced optical frequency comb and a long
term saturated CRDS absorption Lamb dip measurement on water.

1 Introduction
Laser absorption spectroscopy is a widely used method
for fast and precise trace detection measurements in gas
[1, 2]. Narrow and stable (in term of frequency deviation)
laser sources are crucial to reach the precision and accuracy requirements of high-precision spectroscopy, that have
increased in the past years [3]. In particular, to achieve performances capable to distinguish different isotopes of the
same molecule (such as water or carbon dioxide, relevant
for environmental studies), extreme sensitivity levels are
required [4–7]. The traditional continuous wave cavity ring
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down spectroscopy (cw-CRDS) [8, 9] relies on the coupling of a resonator with a mono-frequency laser. While for
a single ring-down, the resonator maintains a fixed, high
finesse frequency, the coupling of the resonator with the
seeding light prevents an accurate determination of the frequency axis, and in turn, limit the precision of the spectroscopic measurement. One way to stabilise a laser source
is to remove the jitter of the laser with Pound-Drever-Hall
(PDH) lock technique [10, 11] that actively locks the laser
frequency on a cavity, usually linear. It is common to use
the CRDS cavity itself as a resonator to achieve efficient
stabilisation of a free-running laser (FARS CRDS [12]).
This locking scheme requires the laser source to have an
already quite low frequency noise and is generally limited
to expensive, and complex to drive tunable External Cavity
Diode Laser [13] or poorly tunable pre-stabilised laser [14].
On the other hand, widely available distributed feedback
laser diode (DFB) are rather broadly and easily tunable but
suffer a high jitter noise, leading to MHz emission linewidth.
Optical feedback is an elegant method to improve the
spectral properties of lasers such as distributed feedback
diodes (DFB) [15]. The long term stability of an external
reference cavity is transferred via direct optical feedback
to the seeding laser, whose emission linewidth is narrowed
well below the mode width of the seeded cavity. This well
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understood mechanism [16] has been exploited in Optical Feedback Cavity Enhanced Absorption Spectrometer
(OFCEAS) setups [17], in fibre Bragg gratings [18] and V
shaped Cavity Optical Feedback laser sources (VCOF) [15].
V-shaped cavities are classically used to avoid unwanted
feedback from the reflection of the entry mirror, making it
straightforward to obtain high level optical feedback from
the cavity by only controling the feedback phase with a slow
PID servo loop (8 kHz bandwidth), acting on either a mirror
actuated by piezoelectric or an electro-optic phase modulator (patented technology FR3056837B1). The linewidth and
the stability of the laser are therefore linked to the thermomechanical properties of the cavity used for the optical
feedback. In order to improve the thermal stability and the
mechanical stiffness of the V-shaped cavity compared to
previous models [15], and following classical designs of
cavities made for atomic clocks [19, 20], we used a monobloc Zerodur cavity on which the mirrors are optically contacted (see Fig. 1). As a result, the laser spectral purity and
long term frequency stability were increased, even though
without reaching atomic cavity stability level due to a suboptimal, but very competitively priced, design.
Moreover, this cavity is seeded by a fibred DFB laser
(modified Eblana EP1392-DM), demonstrating for the first
time that optical feedback can be achieved through fibred
system (patented technology FR3056837B1). These developments have been pushed forward in order to facilitate the
development of narrow and stable laser sources for nearinfrared spectroscopy instruments. This particular set-up
goes beyond the specifications required for an infrared spectrometer, as a result, it has enabled us to identify the limits
both from an optical point of view and thermo-mechanical
considerations.

2 Experimental setup
We have designed a robust V-shaped monolithic spacer, optically contacted with 3 spherical mirrors, aiming at improving the long term stability of previous realisations [6, 15]
and inspired by cavity designs of atomic clocks. The cavity
is made of a Zerodur glass with thermal expansion coefficient of 7.10−9 K −1. The internal cavity length is 18.43 cm
and has a free spectral range of c∕4L ≈ 406 MHz due to the
two fold geometry. The cavity was assembled using mirrors
with a reflectivity at 1390 nm of 0.999977. The finesse of the
cavity is thus 131000 and the intra-cavity photon lifetime
is 24.1 𝜇s . By tuning the laser temperature from -10◦ C to
60◦ C , we could lock the laser over 2658 successive cavity
modes, spanning over more than 1 THz (see Fig. 2). We
deduced a V-shaped cavity free spectral range (FSR) of
406337674.5 ± 0.3 Hz . This effective cavity length includes
the first order dispersion due to the cavity mirrors [21]. With
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a flat linear fit residual (Fig. 2, upper pannel) over the 1
THz explored region, no sign of second order dispersion
was evidenced.
The agility of the laser source is also demonstrated in
a scan of the frequency of the DFB laser by changing its
temperature (Fig. 2 bottom right panel): the laser remains
locked over a broad spectral region (locking range), until
it delocks, being pushed too far from the resonant mode.
In our experiment, we only scanned the temperature of the
DFB, and as soon as the laser emission approaches the cavity modes, the automatic relock occurs, in the present setup,
within a few hundreds of millisecond. The agility of the
relock is not limited to slow scans, and similar performances
can be achieved jumping a large number of modes (in this
case, only limited by the response time of the DFB laser to
temperature changes).
In order to limit thermal effects, the cavity is surrounded
by a 5 mm thick copper shield damping the external temperature excursion. Moreover, the assembly is housed in a
stainless steel vacuum enclosure pumped down to 10−8 mbar
by a vibration-free ionic pumping system. Three wedged
optical ports with anti-reflection coatings (two on the top
and one on the bottom flange) allow the light to enter or exit
the assembly. Note that a single window allows two beams
to be extracted through the bottom flange, corresponding to
the laser injection and feedback port.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the V-shaped cavity is seeded
using a modified fibred DFB laser Eblana EP1392. By using
polarisation maintaining fibres, optical feedback is achieved
as straightforwardly as with a free space diode. This technique, already used in fibre gratings [18], was never successful for external cavities and relies on the combined used
of polarisation maintaining fibres, the absence of optical
isolator in front of the laser, and active phase correction.
The laser-cavity distance is controlled using a fibred Electro-Optic Modulator (EOM) taking into account slow phase
drifts of the feedback path length. Practically, we apply a
weak 50kHz modulation to the EOM to determine with the
help of a lockin amplifier the relative phase between the laser
and the cavity [15]). We have evaluated the performance of
this new optical feedback laser source by combining several
optical setups to evaluate the spectral properties over time
scales from the ms to several days. The most straightforward
approach to evaluate the performances of the system would
be to do a beatnote with two replicates laser sources which
could not be achieved. Instead, we use several approaches
allow for precise frequency measurement at both short and
long time scales. Commercial wavemeters are limited to an
accuracy of a few MHz over a limited period (hours), which
makes them too inaccurate for an extensive characterization,
but permits to unambiguously identify which V cavity mode
is acting. Nevertheless, in combination with the beatnote
obtained by mixing the laser with a GPS-referenced optical
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Fig. 1  Presentation of the experimental setup used to measure the
frequency to characterise the cavity: 1. Fizeau interferometry is a
common method to obtain rough estimates of frequency using interference features, 2. the beatnote uses the frequency modulation with

another known frequency, 3. saturated absorption is using the narrow
spectral signature of saturation of an absorption transition, and 4. FM
to AM noise conversion is using frequency to amplitude noise conversion on the side of a low finesse optical etalon resonance

frequency comb (MENLO FC1500), determination of the
absolute frequency can be refined down to a few Hz (measurement technique 2.1. in Fig 1) [22]. In Fig. 3 the frequency
deviation of the DFB laser stabilised against the optically
contacted cavity (red curve) is presented in comparison

with a range of commercial tunable lasers (the grey area
encompasses the temperature stabilised DFB diode, top
edge, and the free-running ECDL, bottom edge). Without
optical feedback, DFB laser sources are typically MHz broad
and start drifting within 100 ms . For a room temperature
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decreases following a N −1∕2 ergodic law. A minimimum
deviation of 341 Hz is reached after 110 s . The rising slope
of 1.7 Hz.s−1 observed after 110 s gives an estimate of the
long term drift of the cavity. It is about 10 times more stable
than the previous generation of VCOF [15].

3 Frequency deviation

Fig. 2  Free spectral range estimated using the beatnote with the comb
(method 2.1). The standard deviation of the measurement is roughly
10 kHz due to the wide linewidth of the comb teeth compared to the
VCOF. Top left insert: illustration of the FSR of the cavity; bottom
right insert: temporal zoom on the laser locking on successive mode
while the temperature is scanned, the relock is instantaneous

Fig. 3  Comparison of the Allan variance of the frequency of a DFB
locked on the VCOF measured by the beatnote with a tooth of the
comb locked on 2.1 a GPS (red triangles), 2.2 a first generation
VCOF (blue diamonds), 2.3 an OEwave laser (green squares) or by
using the center of a Lamb dip of a saturated absorption (method 3,
purple). The grey area illustrates the range of stability for common
tunable laser sources (top, DFB laser, bottom, ECDL)

and free-running ECDL (among the narrow widely tunable
laser sources), we can see that the Allan variance decreases
down to 20 kHz after 0.1 s before thermomechanical drifts
take over (bottom grey curve in Fig. 3). For the DFB laser
locked on the VCOF, we observe that the Allan variance
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One of the measurement limits here is that the linewidth of
each tooth of the GPS disciplined optical frequency comb
(OFC) is intrinsically much larger than the VCOF emission
linewidth, leading to an apparent noise excess of 100 kHz .
To overcome this limitation, we have repeated the measurement with the OFC being optically locked to a VCOF
of a previous generation (measurement technique 2.2. in
Fig 1), similar to the one in the study of [15]. We obtained
an increased combined drift (9.3 Hz s−1), but a much lower
short-time combined noise ( 600 Hz ) and a lower variance
minimum (96 Hz ), confirming the ability of VCOF cavities
to be used for determining frequencies with a precision better than 100 Hz within one second (blue curve 2.2 in Fig. 3).
Due to its composite mechanical structure, the old VCOF
setup was prone to frequency noise, which was stated to be
on the order of 600 Hz [15]. We thus estimate that the shorttime combined noise is dominated by the old VCOF setup
short term noise.
In order to confirm this hypothesis, the OFC was locked
to a narrow linewidth commercial laser OEwave (measurement technique 2.3. in Fig 1). We obtained a short term combined noise of 317 Hz but a fast 48 kHz s−1 drift of the Allan
variance curve (green trace in Fig 3). The flat Allan variance
during the first 10 ms indicates that noise from one of the
lasers is dominating. Considering that the blue trace goes
below 100 Hz, one concludes that the OEwave is responsible
for the drift. Since in experiment 2.2, the OFC was locked
at 1550 nm while the VCOF emission is at 1400 nm , part
of the short term noise may be due to incomplete coherence transfer from tooth to tooth [23]. One may conclude
that the short term noise excess of the old VCOF version is
between 300 and 600 Hz (blue curve), and that the one of the
new VCOF is below 300 Hz . For the drifts, we put forward
that the EOWave, Old VCOF and new VCOF drift by about
50 kHz s−1 (green curve), 10 Hz s−1 (blue curve) and 2 Hz s−1
(red curve), respectively.
To confirm the results, another method was used to
independently assess these performances: we carried out
an Allan Variance study of the VCOF drift monitoring a
molecular absorption line. We recorded a Lamb dip feature
of a strong water line over several days [22]. The Lamb dip
[22, 24] is a narrow peak that shows up at the center of the
Doppler limited absorption (measurement technique 3. in
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lock the laser source in the low finesse etalon has been filtered. This value is larger than expected considering the
finesse of the cavity, as previously mentioned. Additionally,
there seems to be a narrower structure inside the relatively
slow oscillations observed in the time series. Assuming the
large excursions are due to the etalon and the fibre link,
which is justified according to the upper linewidth set by the
green curve in Fig. 3, only a 181 Hz RMS excursion would
be associated with the VCOF, as shown in the zoom part
(red inset).
Using the beta-separation line technique [28], we estimate
which part of the noise is linked to the intrinsic noise of the
VCOF (below 70 Hz , blue area in Fig. 5) and contributes

Fig 1). It has a sufficiently narrow signature to allow for a
centre determination with 2 kHz frequency accuracy. This is
presented in purple in Fig. 3. Lamb dip measurements provide an independent measurement of the long term behaviour of the cavity and confirm drift level below 2 Hz.s−1.
Note that the drift of the cavity length (and in turn of the
frequency) is not monotonous over a timescale on the order
of a day, but oscillates around an equilibrium position. Thus,
over several days, the frequency deviations are limited to
100 kHz , leading to a drift below 0.3 Hz.s−1 for time scales
longer than 105 s. This was confirmed by a two-year regular
monitoring of the Lamb dip feature indicated that the aging
of the assembly was 0.73 ± 0.09 Hz.s−1, typical for Zerodur
assemblies [25].
As a final attempt to evaluate the intrinsic noise of the
cavity, we injected the laser in a relatively low finesse cavity
(approximately 13500), used as a frequency etalon (measurement technique 4. in Fig 1). Indeed, at the half-maximum
of the transmission peak of the low finesse cavity, the variation of the transmission with the laser optical frequency is
locally linear (r2 = 0.98). As a result, the frequency noise
of the injected light is converted in transmitted power variations (see Fig. 4). Obviously, this method is limited by the
thermomechanical fluctuations of the etalon cavity length
that shifts its resonant frequency and the 10 m long unstabilised fibre link from the VCOF to the cell [26, 27]. A typical
transmitted power trace is given in Fig. 4. The raw data (grey
curve, right panel) includes the high-frequency modulation
applied to maintain the laser light locked to the VCOF (see
Section 2). This high-frequency modulation ( 50 kHz ) can
be filtered out to obtain the actual intrinsic noise of the light
produced by the V-shaped cavity.
We observe that the standard deviation of the frequency
excursion is 913 Hz , once the modulation implemented to

Fig. 5  Frequency noise PSD of the VCOF with a frequency
√etalon.
The shaded area A corresponds to a laser linewidth Δ𝜈 = 8 ln2 A
[15, 28]

Fig. 4  Evaluation of the linewidth of the VCOF with a low finesse
etalon: left, scan of the etalon transmitted power over 2.4 MHz , right,
relative detuning of the VCOF obtained by converting the power fluctuation into frequency fluctuation with a slope of 15.78 V MHz−1 (raw

conversion, grey curve), filtering the high-frequency modulation used
to lock the cavity (low-pass filtered, black curve), and zooming on the
sub-structure associated solely with the VCOF frequency variation
(red inset)
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Fig. 6  Evaluation of the drift of the cavity for a temperature shift of
1 K : time series of the temperature on the external flange (black line),
frequency drift measured by beatnote with the OFC (red thick line),
exponential fit of the variations (dark red dashed line), and expected
drift according to the specifications of the Zerodur spacer (light red
line)

to the laser linewidth, and which part of the noise does not
contribute to the linewidth (more than 100 Hz ). As for [15],
the laser frequency noise is most likely to be lower than
what we obtain here as we combine the noise of both the
etalon and the VCOF. These results suggest that the laser full
width at half-maximum (FWHM) is below 70 Hz, almost one
order of magnitude narrower than the previous VCOF [15],
narrowing by more than four orders of magnitude the DFB
laser used as a source. While this figure is much larger than
what is presently achieved by atomic clocks or some commercial lasers such as the EOwave, combined with a very
low drift and a tunability across several THz, this source
reaches unique performances that, for instance, enable to
study hyperfine structures within molecular transition [22],
and thus provide a referenced laser source that can be used
for optical spectroscopy out of a laboratory.
Overall, the vibrational study [29] predicts that at this
time scale, the frequency excursions of the VCOF should
be within 10 to 100 Hz , which concurs with our experimental results. On the other hand, the drift predicted by the
mechanical study carried out for this setup, mainly aging
and temperature fluctuations, are expected to be smaller
than observed. To evaluate the temperature sensitivity of
the cavity, we proceeded to an abrupt temperature step of
0.96 K of the regulation box setpoint (normally temperature controlled within 10mK). Figure 6 indicates that the
frequency response of the cavity (around 11 MHz ) is much
larger than expected from the Zerodur thermal expansion
coefficient (around 2 MHz ). This can be partly explained
by thermally-induced stress deforming the mirror curvature,
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and subsequently affecting the resonance frequencies of the
cavity modes [29]. Note that the introduction of a massive copper shield introduced a much longer response time
(almost 36 hours) of the system to external temperature
fluctuations than for the previous system. Coupled with
the higher performances of the cavity (11 MHz∕K against
more than 100 MHz∕K for previous generations [15]), this
leads to low level of drift, and thus this system does not
require routine frequency referencing. In particular, combined with active temperature stabilisation of the vacuum
enclosure (within 10mK), the frequency drift of the cavity remains below 2 Hzs−1 even if the temperature stabilisation of the environment exceed 1 K , with maximum daily
excursion around 50 kHz . As such, it is therefore a big step
towards field-deployable very narrow, yet broadly tunable,
laser sources, that should fulfil requirements for most field
spectroscopy campaign purposes.

4 Conclusion
To sum up, we have characterised a new iteration of a
V-shaped Cavity stabilising a laser by Optical Feedback,
with very stable frequency stability (below 2 Hz.s−1), a very
narrow linewidth (below 100 Hz ), and high power efficiency
(more than 80% of the light being available for applications).
The Optical Feedback was achieved through fibre coupling.
The laser-cavity optical distance was controlled with a fibred
electro-optic phase modulator (EOM) acting as an optical
distance modulator. In addition to the DC correction signal,
a low-excursion 50 kHz modulation was applied to the EOM.
This induced a modulated transmission signal that was used
to infer the DC correction to be applied by the servo loop
in order to keep the laser and the cavity at the ideal optical
cavity, modulo 2 𝜋 . Finally, this enables to obtain rapid (less
than 100 ms to lock) and stable through time (the laser can
remained locked without adjustments) optical feedback on
the DFB diode.
This new laser source is intended to be used for high precision spectroscopy (for example to be injected into a CRDS
cavity [6, 30]), or even in laboratories not equipped with a
comb to measure absolute frequency. In the field, making
use of the low drift value, and measuring the Lamb dip of
a known transition, this temperature stabilised laser source
can be used as a frequency reference. Alternatively, coupled
to an optical frequency source, it can be used to retrieve
accurate optical frequencies or improve the comb linewidth
to transfer its high coherency to sources over a large range
of wavelengths [23].
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